SLT
Stationary Latex Tester

For measuring the amount of precoat and foam
on the backing machinery and for measuring the
amount of water on the dyeing machinery
Continuous measuring the
amount in a 500 mm broad line
not touching the carpet
Production control with
detailed management reports
giving documentation for your
ISO 9000
Stable measuring system - no
need of recalibration
Model for measuring the amount of material
added during measuring the weight before
and after the applicator.
The carpet length encoder ensures that
the difference in weight is deducted on
exactly the same spot of the carpet.
Tel:
+45 5581 2074
Fax:
+45 5581 2274
Mobil: +45 2021 6559
E-mail: hub@nucle.dk
www.nucle.dk

SLT - Stationary Latex Tester
During the last twenty years it has been proved to be a very good tool for effective measurements of the
amount of precoat and foam added on finishing line. The result saves 5-25% materials.
Futhermore the equipment also has shown to be an effective tool to measure the amount of water when
dyeing.
The main soft-ware of the system contains:
1.
A Set-Up program in which all relevant data for the machine and the probes are inserted.
2.

A database in which all relevant data for each type of carpet is inserted such as:
Target values - Tolerances - Solid contents of the latex or foam - Speed

3.

Carpet List in which each carpet roll or carpet style is inserted in chronological order to be produced.

4.

Main screen with all measured values together with the target values - the type of carpet and the
following carpets - how many metres of carpet produced in this shift and how much in last shift.
The most important on the main screen is the graph showing a line in each color for each process.
The line is running above or belove a white line in the middle which is the target value for each
process. A little vertical line shows up for each 5 metre carpet produced.
Carpet List procedure:
When the main screen is running - tap <Alt><C>
and a frame like this comes up.
Just tap <Enter> for adding the next carpet and the
pointer is going to the code bar. Here use the arrow
keys or <PgDn> to pick up the reight carpet by
<Enter> - then a little window gives possibility to
insert the roll no or tap <Enter> again and the carpet
is placed next after all the other carpets.
Also possibility to insert - move - swap to styles delete a style as well as delete the list.
After this <Esc> or go to Quit to return to the main
screen.

The idea with the Style Change Sensor - The Carpet Length encoder - The Carpet List:
A little piece of Al-foil is seemed into the seem when the next carpet roll is seemed
on. In the Set-Up programme is inserted the distance from the Style Change Sensor
to the first probe and from the first probe to the following probes.
When the Al-foil is passing the Style
Change Sensor the computer knows
when the next carpet is passing each
probe so the correct calculating can
go on comparing the target walues
and when the last probe is passed the
Carpet List is turned and the Style
Change print-out can take place. The
Carpet Length Encoder and the distance between the probes also ensure
Style Change Sensor that the difference in weight is taken Two types of Carpet Length Encoder
mounted at the edge
Either mounted on a driving shaft or on a wheel
on the same spot of the carpet.
of the carpet
running on the back side of the carpet
The speed is also calculated.

A Service Screen contains all relevant values for calibration and service for the equipment. A print-out of the
Service Screen transmitted by fax to NUCLETRONICS
ensures an effective and quick service.
Management Print-Outs: (normally set to)

Two cabinets earlier delivered to Beaulieu Real
for controlling 2 lines with each 8 probes 1 probe in each side. Now Beaulieu Real have
3 lines controlling each 8 probes.

1.

Style Change print-out after each style change or roll
change. Included target values and production data
of: weight in g/m² and total Kg of the carpet before
prcess - the measured precoat/foam - total carpet.
together with: carpet length - carpet area - speed efficiency - no of stops and in how long time - start
time and finish time.

2.

New shift (normally set to time 5.00 - 13.00 21.00). Print-out for each style/roll how many Kg and
g/m² weight of carpet before process - the measured
precoat/foam - total carpet, together with length Area - speed and the total speed - efficiency- no of
stops and in how long time.

3.

New Day (or new month or since last time manually
making this print-out). Print-out of normally the same
as new shift but now for longer period.

4.

Interval print with possibility to print-out of data
after each 1 minute to after each 55 minutes. This
shows in g/m² the weight of the carpet before process
- measured precoat/foam - toyal carpet and how much
the measured is outside the target values, together the
length and speed. A mark is comming if one of the
measured values is outside the tolerance. After style
change a style change print out of the production data.

4.1 The Interval Print can also be set to only print-out
ontil next style change or only print-out if one of the
measured values is outside the tolerance.

Specification

3 probes dia. 500 mm mounted across the line

Probe Type IPI 402
Source: 11.1 GBq Am-241 - Halflife: 460 years
Detector: 50 mm dia Scintillation detector stable controlled
by the energy comming from the source wich is 100%
stable by natural law
Ranges: 0 to 40.000 g/m² Accuracy: ± 5 g/m²

Cabinet
The electronic parts are mounted in a steel cabinet and consist of:
Shutter control which box controls opening and closing of the sources.
A double computer one taking care of the measurements from the probes,
the other taking care of the calculations and how to present the measurements. Normally 1 screen in the cabinet and 1 screen at each process.
A printer in the cabinet on a sliding table and a UPS for electronic noises.
New probe 500 mm broad and
only 16 mm in the running
length (measuring area)

Radiation Safety:
Dose rate mounted in funnel, locked 2µSv/h - open 5µSv/h in field 600µS/h

